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MODENA - Functionality, quality and aesthetic focussed on the essentials. This leather-style
Softana material accompanies you in any situation. For active people.

9N07175030 - MODENA
Bigpack with handle, removable rings 30mm,
Palm-, card- and zipped
compartment, big fold compartment, pen
loops, incl. note pad, diverse
compartment outside. Imitation leather.

A4

Colour: black
Size: 38 x 31 x 6 cm

9NTR 2052 - A5 ringbinder

A5

A5 zipped ringbinder A5, 2 rings Ø 25
mm, pen loops, cards, incl. note pad.
Imitation leather.
Colour: black
Size: 35.7 x 22 x 3.5 cm

9NTR 2051 - A4 ringbinder
Zipped ringbinder A4, 4 rings Ø 25 mm,
card- and diverse pockets, incl. note pad.
Imitation leather.

A4

Colour: black
Size: 36,5 x 27,5 x 4 cm

9N07174830 - MODENA folder

A4

Modena A4 folder with removable clipboard,
card, net and slot compartments, pen loop,
incl. note pad. Imitation leather.
Colour: black
Size: 33 x 25 cm
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9N7175330 - MODENA ringbinder

A4

A4 ringbinder folder with adjustable straps
suitable for various tablets, 2 pen loops,
zippered compartment, incl. note pad.
Leather-like, softana material.
Colour: black

9N07172830 - MODENA folder
Folder A4 card, net and diverse compartments,
pen loop, incl. note pad. Leather-like, softana
material.

A4

Colour: black
Size: 33 x 25 cm
72 Available!

CLUB - Finest pelli cow nappa with a special charme which sees the timelessness as
true value. For the special moments in everyday life.

9N07093530 - CLUB zippered folder
Zipped folder A4. With card and slot compartments, zippered compartment, big document
pocket and pen cases, incl. note pad. Leather.

A4

Colour: black
Size: 33,5 x 27,5 x 3 cm
20 Available!

9N07990230 - CLUB ringbinder
Zipped ringbinder A4 with handle. Big
document pocket, card and diverse
compartments, pen loops, rings Ø 25
mm. Outside diverse compartments.
Incl. note pad. Leather.
Colour: black
Size: 34,5 x 30 x 5 cm

A4

VARELLO - Serena material in deceiving authentic natural optic with a metal application, 		
which is perfect in form in a timeless elegance. Personalize by embossing your name or logo.

9N07340530 - Varello folder
Zipped folder A4 with big document
pocket, pen loop, card and diverse
compartments. Incl. note pad. Leatherlike, serena material.
Colour: black
Size: 35 x 26 x 3 cm

A4

CESANO - The leather like felina material summarizes contemporary requirements. Persistant and optically high-value.
Cesano fulfills all requirements.

9N07235130 - Cesano folder
Zipped A4 folder with diverse card compartments
and pen loops. Incl. note pad. Leather-like, felina
material.
Colour: black
Size: 34,5 x 26 x 3 cm
9 Available!

A4

